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Video 4 – Money Holder with Envelope made using Designer Paper! 
Video tutorial available on YouTube: https://youtu.be/0eNu3G_TLBg 

 

Supply List:  

Stamp/Bundle: Framed & Festive 

Ink: Cherry Cobbler  

Cardstock/Paper:  

Sweetest Christmas Designer Paper 12” x 12”,  

An additional piece of coordinating DSP 1¼” x 8¼” 

Cherry Cobbler cardstock 8½” x 8½”    

Basic White 3 x 8¼” 

Basic White scrap for die cut label 

Coordinating Cardstock die cut label or punch 

Embellishments: 10” piece of Organdy Ribbon, 

Organdy Ribbon Bow, and Small Gems 

Tools: Bone Folder, Scoring Tool, Stampin’ Up! 

Trimmer, Paper Snips, Tear & Tape, Multi-

Purpose Liquid Glue, Corner Rounder Tool 

 

 

Watch video that goes along with written tutorial for further help 

DSP Envelope Instructions:  

1. Start with a piece of 12 x 12 Designer Series Paper (DSP), and cut down to 8½” x 11. 

(If your DSP is directional, you’ll want to turn the paper so that the design is running sideways,       

then cut at 8½”, then turn and cut to 11”. Set aside cut off pieces to use on Money Holder). 

2. Score DSP on the short side at 2½” and 6½”, and on long side score at ¾” and 9¾”. 

3. Cut out 4 corners on score lines, then fold and crease all score lines with bone folder. 

4. Use corner rounder tool to round corners on both short ‘flaps’. 

5. Place Tear & Tape on the inside edge of the long wider flap, remove backing and seal flap to 

opposite long flap. 

6. Apply liquid glue to narrow short flap of envelope and seal shut.  

7. Add a piece of Tear & Tape to wider short flap but do not remove backing until you’ve filled your 

envelope! 

8. If you’ll be mailing your money holder/envelope you’ll need to add a white die cut label to your 

envelope so that you have a spot for the address! 
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Money Holder Instructions:  

1. Start with a piece of cardstock measuring 8½” x 8½”, and score at 3½” and 7”. 

2. Fold and crease on score lines. Fold short side up towards middle of holder, and top flap down over 

short side. 

3. From leftover pieces of DSP from envelope, cut larger piece to 3¼” x 8¼”, and cut smaller piece of 

DSP to ¾ x 8¼”. 

4. Adhere reverse side of ¾ strip of DSP across center of the 3¼” x 8¼”. (If the reverse side of DSP 

doesn’t coordinate well, cut a ¾” x 8¼” strip from coordinating cardstock). 

5. Adhere 10” piece of Organdy Ribbon across DSPs right in center of ¾” DSP, tacking down ends in 

back with adhesive or scotch tape. 

6. Adhere layered DSPs to the front of Money Holder. 

7. Adhere additional piece of coordinating DSP (1¼” x 8¼”) to outside of bottom flap of money holder. 

8. Use small circle punch to punch a narrow curve in top edge of bottom flap. 

9. Adhere 3 x 8¼” piece of Basic White to inside center section of money holder. 

10. Adhere a small piece of Tear & Tape close to the edge of each side of bottom flap, remove backing 

and fold bottom flap to seal creating a pocket for money! 

11. Stamp sentiment in coordinating ink on Basic White die cut label. Mat label on coordinating colored 

cardstock die cut (or punched) shape.  

12. Adhere layered sentiment to card front using dimensionals. 

13. Adhere Organdy Ribbon Bow using a Mini Glue Dot. 

14. Add a few Small Gems to money holder for decoration. 


